
“Our productivity and accuracy are 
impacted when a high volume of 
production orders are managed with 
the same operation or components. 
It’s a repeated task that requires 
more automation.” 

“It’s hard to ensure the quality of 
information when there is a high number 
of manual entries in Production Order data 
in the system.” 

“If we have a complex BOM within a 
production order, which uses many 
items or variants; then it is essential 
to have a view on consumption and 
be able to set up the PO in a short 
amount of time.” 
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If you are dealing with high volumes of production orders, you will recognize these issues: 
 

Why choose Prodware to support your 

business process needs in Microsoft Dynamics 

365 Finance and Operations? 

 
As a Microsoft partner, Prodware has 

developed and implemented Dynamics 365 

for Finance and Operations and AX projects 

across Europe. We understand from this 

experience what slows down production 

processes in manufacturing and how we can 

help. 

How does the consolidation work? 

The PO Consolidation accelerator helps 

by optimizing and streamlining production 

processes, which ensure efficient time 

management and accuracy: 

• Launches the standard process for a PO group 

to combine existing resources and materials, 

differentiate consolidations by criteria, and 

generate standard process for entire groups, 

boosting productivity 

• Achieve total manufacturing orders’ balance by 

consolidating and monitoring global resource 

score and global material consumption, to 

maintain production consumption visibility 

• Modify consolidation attributes by finished 

products, semi-finished components and first 

materials, enabling flexibility in consolidation 

• Out-of-the-box for Microsoft Dynamics 365 

Finance and Operations 
 

 

 

Speak to Prodware about getting your Microsoft Dynamics system fully compliant with your production 

order accuracy and productivity needs. 
 

Office: 3, Dimitri Arakishvili st, Tbilisi, Georgia 

+32 288 08 70 | www.prodwaregroup.com/en-ge/ | info@prodware.ge 
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Automatic Score & consumption via Production Order 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Easily manage, recover and 

group production orders through 

consolidation functionality within your 

Dynamics system 

TOTAL MANUFACTURING ORDERS 


